
CFS Warehouse Safety
Instructor Guide



CFS General Information
This webpage provides basic warehouse saftey information to
guarantee each Class A driver will work within the warehouse
safely no matter the facility location. Throughout this page,
drivers will learn protocols from using a forklift correctly to
prevent slips on wet floors.  

Although not required by Great Western Casualty, this
information is important to learn, as accidents have occurred
within the warehouse, at CFS' main facility.  

Forklifts are the handiest tools
when working within a freight
company; however, they can also
be the most dangerous. The
National Safety Council reported
that in 2019, over 80 work-related
deaths and over 8,000 injuries
across the United States have
occurred due to forklift-related
incidents (Forklift and Lift Truck
Safety Training, 2021).

Class A drivers will learn how to
use a forklift properly, as well as
how to professional step on and
off the vehicle. 



The majority of the time,
freight is loaded onto a
tractor-trailer through the
loading dock either with a
forklift or hand truck.

 
Drivers will learn how to
properly use the loading
dock, such as how to use
dock plates, driving over the
plates carefully when on a
forklift, and watching your
step at all times.  

There are significant consequences if hazardous material is not
handled correctly. According to Saftey Talk Ideas (2021), Improper
storage, handling, and disposing of chemicals can result in serious 

injuries and property
loss (Safety Talk
ideas, 2021).

Drivers will learn how
hazardous materials
must be monitored,
the importance of
labeling freight with
the icon shown to the
right, and wearing
the proper PPE.



When loading tractor-
trailers, it is
recommended NOT to
stack the materials or
overlap storage
equipment, as this can
lead to materials falling
on employees. 
Throughout this section
of the page, drivers will
learn the importance 

of storing the freight correctly, inspecting racking systems and stacked
materials, and the importance of never placing heavy load onto lighter load. 

Although not
frequently, there are
moments when drivers
must manually lift
freight in case no hand
truck or forklift is
available. Throughout
this section of the page,
drivers will learn the
importance of planning 

ahead, instead of lifting the freight incorrectly, thus causing damage to the
driver's body in the first place. In heavy load situations, typically, CFS will
request two drivers to carry the object, thus having the weight shared 50/50,
without the cause of injury to either bodies.



Occasionally, drivers
may suffer a hard fall
due to tripping over
freight or slipping on a
wet puddle. It is
required that all drivers
wear appropriate
footwear, as this will
prevent sudden falling 

from occurring. Appropriate lighting, organized warehouses, de-iced
sidewalks, and dry warehouse floors are all precautions necessary to keep
your drivers safe, thus preventing workers' compensation from happening.
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